Precursor ion scanning for the non-targeted detection of individual arsenosugars in extracts of marine organisms.
Arsenosugars are a group of arsenic compounds reported to be present in a wide variety of marine organisms. Numerous such compounds have been identified and characterized in marine organisms; however, unknown arsenosugar species may also be present. This indicates the need for an analytical technique suitable for their non-targeted detection. One such technique is tandem mass spectrometry operated in the precursor ion scanning mode. This technique is based on scanning for precursor ions that give specific product ions, characteristic of the compounds under investigation. In the present study two subgroups of arsenosugar species were examined, the oxo- and the thioarsenosugars, the CID behavior of which is well known from previous studies. In the case of the oxoarsenosugars characteristic product ions were observed at m/z 237 and 97, and for the thioarsenosugars at m/z 253 and 97. Validation of this approach was carried out by analyzing extracts of two commercial kelp powders with known contents of arsenosugar species. All arsenosugars reported to exist in these materials were detected successfully using the precursor ion scanning approach. The limits of detection for the oxo- and the thioarsenosugar species, and the selectivity and sensitivity of the method, strongly indicate the suitability of this approach for the non-targeted detection of arsenosugars in extracts of marine origin.